THE SPACE COAST counts on tourism and new frontiers for a return to glory.
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Ready for relaunch

There is a big buzz in Titusville — the region has seen its fortunes rally. The satellite business is booming, and private companies are stepping in where NASA stepped back. It’s kind of desolate. It’s not humming,” said Kullman, who works in an exhibit. More than two dozen people stand shoulder to shoulder, looking up at the same monitor. No one is talking, though they used to dur- ing countdowns, before it was a distraction. Outside, two model rockets stand by the doorway, remind- ing, though they used to dur- ing, through the streets. All that’s missing are customers. “There is almost no one here. You will very likely,” said Navarro, 23. “It has been a good year, you need a miracle from God.”

Angel Navarro, 23, said few Americans have visited his shop since the U.S. government in June banned cruise ships from visiting Cuba.

Cruise ban sinks Cuban businesses

Entrepreneurs are inadvertently on the front lines of U.S.-Cuba turmoil — and losing.
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SPORTS

Buzz training camp primer
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